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### Title: Audion Electric Co., Inc. vs. National Labor Relations Commission and Nicolas
Madolid (G.R. No. 108994, March 24, 1999)

### Facts:
1. **Employment History:** Nicolas Madolid was employed by Audion Electric Company on
June 30, 1976, as a fabricator and had various roles including helper electrician, stockman,
and timekeeper for thirteen years.
2. **Termination Notification:** On August 3, 1989, Madolid was surprised to receive a
letter from Audion Electric Co. stating that he would be terminated post the turnover of
materials and equipment by August 15, 1989.
3. **Claims:** Madolid filed a complaint asserting illegal dismissal without justifiable cause
and  due  process,  demanding  reinstatement  with  back  wages,  moral  and  exemplary
damages, overtime pay, project allowance, wage adjustment, and proportionate 13th month
pay.
4. **Response from Audion Electric Co.:** The company argued that Madolid was a project
employee whose tenure was tied to the specific project durations and admitted delayed
salary payments due to late remittances from a Japanese contractor, but stated all dues
were eventually settled.
5. **Initial Labor Arbiter Decision:** On November 15, 1990, Labor Arbiter Cresencio R.
Iniego ruled in favor of Madolid, acknowledging his regular employment status and ordering
reinstatement, back wages, unpaid dues, damages, and attorney’s fees.
6.  **Appeal  to  NLRC:**  Audion Electric  Co.  appealed to  the  National  Labor  Relations
Commission (NLRC) which upheld the Labor Arbiter’s decision and dismissed the appeal on
March 24, 1992.
7. **Motion for Reconsideration:** This was denied by the NLRC on July 31, 1992.
8. **Supreme Court Petition:** Audion Electric Co. filed a special civil action for certiorari
seeking to annul the NLRC’s resolutions asserting grave abuse of discretion, arguing that
Madolid was a project employee and not entitled to claims awarded by the Labor Arbiter.

### Issues:
1. **Regular Employee vs. Project Employee:** Whether Madolid was a regular employee or
a project employee.
2. **Overtime Pay:** Whether the award for overtime pay was justified.
3. **Additional Compensation Claims:** Whether claims for project allowances, minimum
wage increase adjustments, and proportionate 13th month pay were substantiated.
4.  **Due Process:** Whether Audion Electric Co.  was denied due process in the labor
proceedings.
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5. **Specific Errors by NLRC:** Whether the NLRC failed to address specific errors in its
resolution.
6. **Damages:** Whether awarding moral and exemplary damages and attorney’s fees was
justified.

### Court’s Decision:
1. **Employment Status (Regular Employee):**
– **Issue Resolution:** The Supreme Court affirmed the NLRC’s finding that Madolid was a
regular employee. The continuous employment record from 1976 to 1989 and the various
roles he held evidences his regular status. The company’s failure to show termination of
projects through submission of termination reports indicated his non-project worker status.
–  **Rationale:**  Long  tenure  and  multiple  reassignments  across  projects  without
interruption  indicate  a  regular  employment  relationship,  per  established  jurisprudence.

2. **Overtime Pay:**
– **Issue Resolution:** The award for overtime pay was upheld based on the affidavit and
confirmed statements by Madolid, which identified specific periods and amounts owed.
– **Rationale:** As Audion Electric Co. failed to provide counter-evidence (e.g.,  payroll
records)  to  dispute  these  claims,  the  NTCR  and  Labor  Arbiter’s  basis  were  deemed
substantial.

3. **Additional Compensation Claims:**
–  **Issue  Resolution:**  Affirmed claims  for  project  allowances,  wage adjustments,  and
proportionate 13th month pay based on specified and supported affidavit details.
– **Rationale:** The absence of contrary proof from the petitioner who had the burden of
showing legal discharge of obligations further strengthened the respondent’s claim.

4. **Due Process:**
– **Issue Resolution:** The court determined that due process was not violated as Audion
Electric Co. had multiple opportunities to present their side and participate, which they
failed to diligently pursue.
– **Rationale:** Legal principles on procedural due process were met, confirming

5. **Specific Errors by NLRC:**
– **Issue Resolution:** The court found no merit in the contention that NLRC failed to
discuss specific assignment of errors since affirming the Labor Arbiter’s decision sufficed.
– **Rationale:** Substantial evidence supporting the Arbiter’s decision made detailed NLRC
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commentary unnecessary.

6. **Moral and Exemplary Damages and Attorney’s Fees:**
– **Issue Resolution:** The Supreme Court deleted the awards for moral and exemplary
damages and attorney’s fees.
– **Rationale:** Lack of convincing evidence showing bad faith or ill motive required for
these damages, hence not justified. Without moral damages, exemplary damages were also
deemed baseless, aligning with jurisprudence.

### Doctrine:
– **Regular Employment Standard:** Long-term, continuous employment in various roles,
vital and necessary to the business, affirms regular employee status over project worker
classification.
– **Due Process in Labor Dispute:** Availability of multiple procedural opportunities to
present and rebut evidence suffices for due process adherence.
– **Damage Awards Criteria:** Clear, convincing evidence of bad faith or ill motive required
for moral and exemplary damages. Legal presumptions uphold good faith unless proven
otherwise.

### Class Notes:
–  **Key  Elements  of  Regular  Employment:**  Tenure,  continuity,  varied  roles,  business
necessity and employer behavior.
– **Burden of Proof:** When pleading payment, the employer bears the responsibility of
proving discharge from obligation.
– **Due Process Principle:** Ensuring opportunities to be heard or present one’s side, not
absolute participation, suffices in legal and administrative proceedings.
– **Damage Awards:** Require legal basis; moral damages necessitate clear evidence of bad
faith or fraudulent acts.

#### Statutory Provisions:
– **Labor Code of the Philippines:** Pertinent provisions related to employment status,
employee rights on termination, and procedural due process.

#### Jurisprudence:
– **Capsulization:** Regular employment cannot be negated by project employment claims
without  substantial  evidence.  Employers  must  substantiate  defenses  with  verifiable
documents,  failure  of  which  affirms  employee  claims.
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### Historical Background:
– **Economic Context:** The case reflects ongoing industrial labor issues in the Philippines
during late 20th century where employment security and fair treatment balance amidst
varied project-based employment scenarios.
– **Judicial Focus:** Highlighted judiciary’s stance on protecting employee rights against
unjust  terminations  without  definitive  project  employment  proofs,  enforcing  stabilized
employer-employee relationships.


